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The Hamlet 
Evaluation System 

The Hamlet Evaluation Scheme (LIES) got 
under way at the beginning of 1967. The past 
system had been found unsatisfactory for a 
number of reasons, ranging from the fact of 
up-country advisers having too much paperwork 
to an overly narrow choice of criteria by which 
to assess the progress (or lack of progress) of 
pacification. 

Pacification has been officially defined as 
follows: The military, economic and social 
process of establishing or re-establishing local 
government responsive to, and involving the 
participation of, the people. It includes the 
provision of sustained, credible territorial 
security, the destruction of the enemy's 
underground government, the assertion or 
re-assertion of political control and involvement 
of the people in government, and the initiation 
of economic and social activity capable of self 
sustenance and expansion. The economic 
element of pacification includes the opening of 
roads and waterways and the maintenance of 
lines of communication important to economic 
and military activity. 

It was also believed necessary to concentrate 
more precise attention on the hamlet instead of 
making provincial estimates. Lastly, the 
Government of Vietnam (GVN) began to 
concentrate on the hamlet, as distinct from the 
village (a group of hamlets) as the appropriate 
target for pacification. 

The 44 provinces of South Vietnam were 
divided into 244 districts containing over 2000 
villages and some 12,750 hamlets. US advisory 
teams went down to district level. Originally a 
US undertaking, LIES has now been adopted by 
theGVN in such a fashion as to mesh in with 
what is in effect its mass-mobilisation 
programme. (This is ifiustrated by the 
Pacification and Development "objectives card" 
and the IV Corps Mekong Delta situation report 
printed at the end of this introductory article 
along with a HES Worksheet). 

Clearly, the subjective elements in this 
method of assessment are important, as a perusal 
of the HES Worksheet will show to some extent. 
It is true that provision is made for the district 
adviser to record the level of confidence he 
places in the validity of information on which 
his evaluation ratings for each factor are made. 

But though he is encouraged to visit each hamlet 
during the month, as well as to gather 
information from his team about hamlet 
conditions, a good deal of the information must 
necessarily come from the GVN district chief 
(his opposite number) and his staff, and from 
other US and GVN sources. Normally, the 
Vietnamese provide the largest number and the 
greatest variety of information for the HES; and 
it may be presumed that at least some of these 
Vietnamese must be well aware that their own 
"face" and future prospects are involved in 
assessments of progress. Thus the categorising of 
hamlets into A or B or C etc., is to some extent 
at the mercy of those factors which, so long as 
the struggle lasts, cannot be quantified. 

It can even be argued that this quantifying 
approach tends to obscure the fact that in this 
kind of struggle - a struggle in which people can 
be reminded, at least on occasion, by exemplary 
acts of terrorism, however, highly rated their 
hamlet might be, that the Communist apparatus 
has not been finally eliminated - it is often 
impossible adequately to gauge those qualitative 
factors that are so vital immediately the 
pacification programme is submitted, even if 
only temporarily, to real stress: confidence, fear, 
resolution, solidarity, resentment - morale, in a 
wqrd. 

Nevertheless, the HES does provide an 
indication of outward trends and these outward 
trends themselves significantly affect the inward 
direction of men's minds; after all, most men 
and women are not intrinsically heroic and 
therefore - particularly in a struggle that has 
attained vast dimensions - their attitudes are, to 
a large degree, shaped by signs of which side 
SEEMS to be the more likely ultimately to 
triumph. 

The real point of the LIES is surely this: it is 
quite impossible to generalise about the 
indicators chosen for the HES nor about the 
problems central to successful pacification on 
the basis of sampling. Through the HES a certain 
kind of picture of trends, built up hamlet by 
hamlet and centrally computerised, is produced 
and it can be produced in no other manageable 
way. The HES permits examination of the 
pacification situation at various levels and 
enables analyses of trends throughout the period 
in which the system has been in operation. 
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when both the GVN and US advisers 
substantially agree upon a figure of 90% plus to 
describe the pacified areas arithmetically. But as 
has been suggested, it is the difficult part of the 
pacification that remains. 

It is perfectly true, as Sir Robert Thompson 
has argued with all his great authority, that the 
"whole balance of power within the country" 
has changed in the sense that the GVN can 
expand its territorial units without difficulty 
whereas the VC now finds recruiting a - very 
onerous task. If it were not for the presence of 
the NVA in the South, then what the great 
American expert, Douglas Pike has called the 
"burning out process" would now be strongly 
under way, in an ineluctable fashion. It is under 
way, but not ineluctably. And this of course is 
the whole point about persistent NVA 
reinforcement: to try to demonstrate to the 
ARVN that it is not going to be permitted to 
determine the pace of its pacification beyond 
the point now reached. (Robert Komer had a 
point When he suggested that the Hamlet 
Evaluation computer system should contain a 
self-destroying mechanism which should operate 
at 90%). 

Now it is not being suggested that the NVA 
necessarily makes the task of the GVN 
insuperable. This contest of wills is rather like a 
marathon race in which "our man" has his every 
gasp, his every electrical impulse of distress, 
broadcast for all to hear, while "their man" does 
not appear to be suffering the least fatigue, 
which is by no means the case. However, it is 
prudent to notice that one of the assumptions 
upon which Sir Robert's analysis, and so 
presumably his report to President Nixon, rests, 
is that if a phased US withdrawal leaves the 
GVN controlling "pretty well all the country", 
then the NVA will be left in a new situation of 
being outright invaders instead of supporters of 
a southern subversive movement. This situation, 
Sir Robert observes, "does open itself to a rather 
different response ... And it may be noticed 
that in his speeches of November 3 and (on 
December 15), the President gave quite definite 
warnings on this subject." This warning, 
somewhat delphically expressed, has been 
repeated. 

It is the uncertainty about what such a 
response would, or could amount to that impels 
the writer to use the expression, a theory of  

victory but... Therels no reason to doubt the 
validity of Sir. Robert's assessment of: the 
internal war; it is' going ,the GVN's- way On a 
scale and with a thordughriess hotseeh before:iri 
South Vietnam at any tithe. The qüãlity of VC 
leadership has suffered g±eatly ,  and hence the 
political capability of'the NVA.assupporters of 
a revolutionary, war !j5  gravely: - weakened. 
Moreover, a theory. of Wctôi'y;, even if not 
complete, is better than rio theory; indeed it is a 
sine qua non of the: kind of -mass mObilization 
now being attempted. But - unless President 
Nixon's inexplicit warnings have, effect of 
somehow neutralizing - Harioi's,intentions for the 
future use of the NVA in the South, then the 
asymmetry between pacification, and US 
withdrawal remains.  

This is not only a thattêr of the'les; 
though it is clear that, Sir' Robert's "cautious 
optimism", and so presumablyhis  advice to the 
President, involved taking intb -acoünt, the 
degree of improvement of -Vietnamization, the 
intentions of the Hanoi gdernmënt, and the 
rate of NVA infilttatiori.-. a. 'tünithg of 
withdrawal, in other words; related primarily to 
the Vietnamese situation and not to the vagaries 
of US public opinion. It is. al'sOa matter of the 
one thing that cannot be qàntified - morale, 
particularly at the centre from which : the 
Pacification and Development 7  must: be 
persistently transmitted and .--athdngst -  those 
responsible for sustaining at various levels of 
command. 	 .!! 

Hanoi's theory of victory. pr6miies a greit 
prize, not just in - terms df power and prestige 
but also in terms of -alleviatirig a now seriouSly 
stricken northern economy. The South's theory 
of victory promiseA no - greatpHze, apart from 
peace, even '-in the' bst èonceivable 
circumstances. 'But at present'-'the. South, while 
presenting no threat' to the -North,. is being 
shown - or so it anywayseeths to, many in the 
South —,the prospect, afterralongarid tetribië 

a war, of  permanent miitar-thrèat right along 
its borders. Tocompleti( the.' theoryof vidtory, 
President Nixon must nOt 1 only keep the 
time-scales fairly symmetrical, he mut make-his 
warnings credible in Hanoi an'd so stay Hanoi's 
intention to subjugate the South at all costs. 
Hanoi is 'clearly staking everything -nOw on the 
belief that the US electorate will prevent the 
President making credible such warnings and 
that their lack of credibility will,undermine moralE 
in the South.  
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HAMLET EVALUATION WORKSHEET 

DIRECTIONS i'ort COMPI.ETING HAMLET EVALUATI(rf WORKSHEET: All hamlet. are to be evaluated 

mon theee that era considered by the eub.ector evaluator in be wIder VC control. 	lit. .uggest.d thai a 

separate Workuheet be used for each evaluated hamlet. 	Ourtng the month, update the evaluation and 	the 

problem responses as necessary. 	At the end of the nonth review the worksheet.. 	it is recommended that 

thu response selected for each of the ii indicators be entered I. the rigitthend column. 	Entrisu that differ 

from those made in the preceding month should be transferred to the Hamlet Evaluation Summary Form 

(USSr) for transmittal to MACV in Saigon. 	if werksheei entries are made in pencil, the same form can be 

used repestedty. 

I. 	identify the hamlet by name and iocatbon ai the top of the Worksheet. Type of hamlet refers to 

FIG Plan hamlet eypes: Ap Be[ Moi thOM). Ap T. Sina CATS), Ap Cung Co (ACC). or Ap utah 0mb lAUD). 

Use • check mark to indicate whether or not the hamlei to in a NaUcetal Priority Area (NPA). 	Enter the 

beet available popuThticn figure and indicate by a check murk whether the figure is reliable or unreliable. 

A reliable figure would fan withtp 10% elan accurate bind count in the opinion of the .iibsector evaluator. 

Use a check mark to record that the hamlet had been visited &aring the mouth by a US Dleuict Team 

member or other designated US perseemel andler by a member of the GVN Oistrict staff. 

2.For each of the It indicators, select the response that bese repreeent.the hamlet conditions 

during the month. 	The briei responses given on the Worksheet are intended to eucce 	ste, in progreas 

from E to A. Refer Co Joint MACV'OCO Directive i-ti, 3 Ji. ii. Aenex S. Guidance for Evaluttina HER 

for more complete discussion, 	it should be understood that within each indicator, signs of progress in 

one rating. 	'0 	for example, are implied in a related "C" rating if not repeated in the description of the 

'C' rating. 	The responses refer to the hamlet it.etf unless otherwise stats. 

wItter in the boxes at the far rigitt the number that represents the confidence you have in the 

validity of the information upon whieb your ratings for'taclt factor were bess, (i) No confIdence: (2) Low 

confidence: (3) Medium confidence: (4) Wgit confidence-, (5) Complete confidence. 

. Changes in the' wording of indicators are printed in upper case. 
¼; 

HAMLET PROBLEMS DURING MONTH 

Select the one best ansaer for each section of each question 

I. 	incidents of misconduct by iritndly element. adversely afeectlng friendly retationa with the hamlet poptlace: 

US MIlitary. 	=1. None: c:12. Mtior eedy: Cs. sermotta: Ci. Inapplicable: Cj, uaainew, 

OtherFWMAFJflhi. None: c:Js, Minot'only; =3. Serious; Cl. tnspplicabie: 5, Unknown 

AHVN 	c:j1, None; Cs. Minor only: Ca. Serious: C.. inapplicable: Cs. Unttnow, 
ft d, RF,PF 	Ci. None: C2. Minor only: C, Serious; Ci, tnappticahls: C,. Unkdo'.n 

NO Team 	Ci. None: C2. Minor only: Ca. Serious: C4. inapplicable: Cs. Unknown 

2, Actions by frienaty elements during military operations adversety affecticg relations with hamlet pepalace: 
(including but net limited to Ore from any type of weapon, destructive passage withinhsmiet area, defoliation) 

Ci. N021e; 

Cs. Minor only. 

fl13. 	Serious 

C4. Unknown. 

3. 	Corniplion or tyrasuty of hamlet or village official., 

Ci. No indications 

C . Rumored. 

C 3. 	SuSpected but no pratt. 

C . Solid indication. 

Cs. Uchonwn. 

FOUO 
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4. Support of hamlet soil- defense force other On I PP by district and/or province olfietait: 

Received adequate support a. requested. 

C . Some support received hut inadequate. 

C a. Support promised Pat eta received. 

C 4. sue,o?tededbarnone promised. 

— 	C 5. Else self' defense rent but outside support not required. 

C e. Ha. no self-defense forte. 

F 	7. Unknown. 

Supplies from outside hamlet er village for sell-help pro eel.: 

From OVN soirees 	 b. 	From non-OVN snurces 

- 	. and ndeuate. 	- 	 Ci. 	On time and adequate. 

IflI 2. Delayed but .dequate. 	 C?. 	Delayed but adequate. 

 fnadeqe,te and delayed. 	 Ca. 	insdeq.ste and delayed. 

 Promised but none received. 	 C 4. 	Promised but lena received 

C i. Promtsed for future dettvery. 	 . 	 CS. 	Promised for future delivery. 

.C. 0. None required. 	 S. 	Note required. 

• 	. 	C unknown c• 	 Ci. Unknown 

- 	---- 	 5. 	Access In diinktti water 	- 	- 	- 	- 
- 	- 	a. Local' sources of drinking water are inadequate. 	 Ct. Ye. 	 C2.Unknown 

• 	b. #tan. ma/or work underway to improve local drth.ltang water supptyl:i I. Ye. Ifl6 . No C?. Unyew,t 

7. 	ilefugee problem.: 	- 
What percent of the hamlet pepuistial are temporary resident swbo are refugee1? 

- 	- C t. None or-very few 	 C 4. 	More titan le% 

- 	C 2. 1025 5.. 	 - 	- 	 C 5. 	100% (refugee camps only). 

,. .is- 	 C e. vritnawn. 

• 	 _ 	•b. A. OVN assistanc, adequate to enuitie them t osubstst? 

- - - C 'I. None ieqttr,d. 	 - 	C -4. 	Net applicable refugees only). 

- 	C 2. - Reqtttret and adequate, 	 C S. 	Unknown. 
C i. Required b,itinsdequste. 

• 	a. 	'law collection (In kinder in cssh), 	- 
By the Vim-Cong.. . C t . Yes C?. No C3.10cnown 

y b. By theCVN 	 - 	EflJt.Yea 	C,.po C3.unknown 

• 	a. 	Us Advisors access to hamlel:  
'a • 	a. 	By suresce froni district headquarter.-. 

C t. wespont not necess a.7. 

• 	- 	C 2. No special security arrang 	ec ements nessary but weapons must be carried. 

- _ C , %aectat-securtty arrangements necessary. 

- 	-.-- 	- C 4. Not feasible except by sccompsnytng an operation. 	- 	- 
C 5. Access unfeaitble.  

-- 
b. 	From atr'strtp el helicopter pad nearest to hamlet: 

- 	. 	- Weuponsnotnecessacy. 	 - 	- - 
• 	- 	- 	•C 2. No special security arrangements necessary but weapons must be carried. 

C a. ,ecaal securetje arrangements necessary. 	 - 
- 	- 	C i. 11ev ftaiible eteépt by accompanying an operation. 

C 	l.Accnssunfs aslble 

- 	C 5. Unknown. 	 - 	 - 
Condition or main routes from hamlet to village cemer, 

- . 	,• 	C I. In good repair, adequate for current traffic. 

2. Being repaired or impreved (reiocated. dredged, new bridge. etc. 

.3. Otfficu 	or dangerous to travel because of peer ,4)afr. u 
• 	' 	'' C'. tmnpiiaabtelflnoded, biidge otuai 	tream dt6d up, ete.l 
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